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Dielectric response behavior of Zn and Mg doped Fe3O4 nanoparticles and application
to anode for lithium ion batteries

Z

inc (Zn) and magnesium (Mg) doped Fe3O4 nanoparticles representing as ZnxFe3-xO4 and MgxFe3-xO4 ( 0 < x ≤ 1 ) were
analyzed in terms of dielectric response behavior and the application to anode for lithium ion batteries. The crystal unit
volume (Vc) by Zn-doping was expanded up to x = 0.4 as the acceptable limit, which was attributed to the large difference
between doping Zn2+ ion radius and replaced Fe3+ ion radius. On the other hand, Vc by Mg-doping at x ≤ 0.5 was constant
but the crystal size decreased with increasing x. Doping beyond x = 0.6 provided small amorphous power aggregates. Such
difference affected on the dielectric response behavior of permittivity ( ε ' ) and electrical loss ( ε " ). To analyze the behavior, the
real (Z’) and imaginary (Z”) of impedance were measured for five nanoparticles, Fe3O4, Zn0.2Fe2.8O4, Mg0.1Fe2.9O4, Mg0.6Fe2.4O4
and MgFe2O4 and the fitting between experimental and theoretical curve was carried out by using three connected arrangement
of normal parallel circuit with resistance and capacitance and two parallel circuits with resistance and constant phase elements
(CPE) reflecting the phase lags of resistance between domain, domain boundary in addition to the phase lags of resistance
between gains and two electrodes. In this case, the good fitting could be realized for doped particles with crystal domains, while
the good fitting for doped particles with amorphous powder by crystal domain destruction was achieved by universal dielectric
response (UDR) associated with power-law frequency dependence of AC conductivity reflecting high disordered system by
heavy doping. The composites adhering the doped nanoparticles on the sidewalls of multiwall carbon fibers (MWNTs) were
used to study the stability of capacity as anode of lithium ion batteries. Among the composites, Zn0.2Fe2.8O4 with the maximum
saturation magnetization provided the highest capacity with good stability under discharge and charge cycles. The charge and
discharge of lithium ions for ferrite crystal units of Zn0.2Fe2.8O4 are thought to be similar to those for MWNTs and then the
expansion of the Zn0.2Fe2.8O4 crystal unit by zinc doping causes the significant effect on the charge and discharge of lithium ions.
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